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INTRODUCTION TO WOLVERINU
Launched on October 19th, 2021, Wolverinu emerged as a beacon of innovation
in the crypto world. With a visionary team that left conventional jobs behind,
Wolverinu swiftly garnered attention, transcending the label of "just another meme
coin." Its journey to the stars began with a dedicated community and an active
development team, fostering partnerships and making news within the crypto
space. Now, with the infusion of the Play 2 Earn game Metabrawl Inuverse,
Wolverinu is poised for unprecedented growth and exploration.
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VISION
Wolverinu envisions a dynamic presence within the Ethereum blockchain,
uniting a powerful community and all memecoins to redefine possibilities.
Wolverinu will pioneer the creation of NFTs that transcend mere digital assets,
serving as playable charactersand in-game assets in the Metabrawl Inuverse
game. The upcoming launch of the Play-to-Earn (P2E) NFT game marks a
pivotal moment, inviting players to engage in battles and tournaments and earn
$WOLVERINU tokens.



VALUES
At the heart of Wolverinu lies a commitment to trust, transparency, and honesty.
Upholding the highest standards of token security and investor confidence, Wolverinu
ensures transparency by renouncing the contract address and maintaining locked
liquidity. With a completed audit by the renowned CertiK Blockchain Security Team,
Wolverinu stands as a beacon of trust in an ever-evolving crypto landscape. An open
dialogue and AMA’s enable transparency, reinforcing Wolverinu's dedication to
community engagement.

TRUST

TRUST, TRANSPARENCY, HONESTY

HONESTY

TRANSPARENCY
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TOKENOMICS
1% Buyback

1% Liquidity Pool

4% Marketing

1% of each transaction will be allocated as a buyback for Wolverinu.

1% of each transaction will be levied as a liquidity pool for Wolverinu.

4% dedicated to marketing efforts, Wolverinu ensures a robust ecosystem that thrives
on innovation and expansion.

4% Development

4% Marketing

1% Liquidity Pool

4% Development
4% allocated to development.

1% BuyBack

https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
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Early adopters of Wolverinu have been rewarded with exclusive NFT giveaways,
setting the stage for future collaborations with acclaimed artists. As Wolverinu
ventures into the Metabrawl Inuverse game, anticipation builds for the release of
NFTs that will redefine the gaming experience.

NFTS
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NFT CONCEPT

METABRAWL INUVERSE

At the heart of Metabrawl Inuverse lies the revolutionary concept of Non-Fungible
Tokens (NFTs). These NFTs represent rare and collectible in-game assets such
as characters, weapons, and items, secured on the Ethereum blockchain for true
ownership and authenticity. To play the game with your chosen character, you
must first purchase their corresponding NFT. As the game progresses, more NFTs
will be added to the roster, offering players a wider selection of characters to
choose from.

Metabrawl Inuverse is a blockchain-based game where players acquire NFTs from
various meme coin communities, then pit them against each other in battles. Players
can earn $WOLVERINU tokens during gameplay and exchange them for money on
a trading platform. Each character in Metabrawl Inuverse is uniquely crafted with
their own strengths, speed, and health levels. These attributes play a crucial role in
determining the outcome of battles, requiring players to strategize and adapt their
tactics based on the strengths and weaknesses of their chosen character.

GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Can I play Metabrawl Inuverse for free?

Metabrawl Inuverse offers both free-to-play and paid modes, catering to a diverse
range of players. While the free mode allows access to basic gameplay features,
the paid mode offers additional opportunities for engagement and reward. In the
paid mode, players have the option to participate in betting scenarios where
tokens can be earned upon successful outcomes. It's important to note that
access to characters and items may require the expenditure of tokens, ensuring
a balanced and dynamic gaming experience.

How do I create an account and start playing?

To create an account and start playing Metabrawl, you will have to visit the
official website. Follow the registration process and set up your account. Once
registered, you can connect your wallet and begin exploring the game and its
various features.

What is a Metabrawl NFT?

Metabrawl NFTs are non-fungible tokens that represent unique in-game assets
such as characters, weapons, or items within the Metabrawl Inuverse ecosystem.
These NFTs are secured on the blockchain, ensuring ownership and authenticity.

Is there any utility or benefits associated with owning Metabrawl NFTs?

Yes, owning Metabrawl NFTs provides various benefits including access to
playing with the characters, earning rewards, participating in tournaments, and
potentially generating income through gameplay, trading, or reselling the NFT on
the marketplace.

Are there any special abilities or attributes associated with Metabrawl NFTs?

Each Metabrawl character possesses unique attributes, abilities, and
characteristics that can impact gameplay. These attributes may include strength,
speed, special powers, or rarity, which can influence your strategy and
performance in the game.

How does owning Metabrawl NFTs contribute to the overall gaming
community or ecosystem?
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Is a Crypto Wallet required to play the game?

Yes, a Crypto Wallet is required to play Metabrawl Inuverse. To fully participate in
the game's features and transactions involving cryptocurrencies, you'll need a
compatible wallet. Popular options include MetaMask, Trust Wallet, and various
others that support Ethereum-based assets. These wallets not only enable
secure storage of your digital assets but also facilitate seamless interaction with
the game's economy. Although there is a free-mode, you will need to connect a
wallet to play.

Is Metabrawl supported on mobile devices?

As the progress of the game advances, Metabrawl Inuverse will become
available on mobile devices. However, at this stage of development, it is
exclusively accessible on desktop platforms. Stay tuned for updates as we work
to bring the exciting world of Metabrawl Inuverse game to your mobile devices in
the future.

Can we chat with opponents and team members in-game?

Yes, in Metabrawl you can chat with both your opponents and team members
during gameplay. This feature enhances the social aspect of the game, allowing
you to strategize with your team, coordinate attacks, and engage in friendly
banter with your opponents. Effective communication can often be the key to
success, so make sure to take advantage of this feature to maximize your
gaming experience.

Can we track player stats?

Yes, in Metabrawl Inuverse you can track player stats. Keeping tabs on your
performance and progress is essential for improving your skills and strategizing
effectively. Whether it's monitoring your win-loss ratio or analyzing who holds the
highest scores, the game provides comprehensive tools to help you assess your
performance and identify areas for improvement. With detailed player stats
available, you can measure your success and strive to become a top contender
in the exciting world of Metabrawl Inuverse.

Owning Metabrawl NFTs contributes to the growth and sustainability of the
gaming community by fostering a vibrant marketplace where players can buy,
sell, and trade assets. Additionally, it enhances the overall gaming experience by
introducing scarcity, collectibility, and value to Metabrawl characters and items,
thereby creating a dynamic and engaging ecosystem for players to participate in.
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ROADMAP

PHASE 2

Website Launch V1
Launch whitepaper V1
Billboard on Times Square
Articles on Wolverinu
Listing on CoinGecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Listing on Uniswap
Listing on Shibaswap
Listing on Sushiswap
Listing on Fegex
Contests & Giveaways
Execute first marketing strategy
Locking Liquidity
Voting Listings
4000 Holders
2000 Telegram members
Listing on Hotbit

Partnerships with other tokens
Strategic Marketing
AMA’s with YouTubers
AMA’s with Twitter influencers
Daily promotional contests
First NFT airdrop for loyal members
Charity and Donations
Get trending on Dextools
Trending on CoinMarketCap
Trending on CoinGecko
Banner ads on listing websites
Release beta footage of P2E game
Listing on LBank
Listing on Bitmart
Listing on Hotbit
Staking V1
Merch store
Work with comic creators
Release first comic
Collab with top tier NFT artists
Release Wolverinu EP

Attend Dubai Crypto Expo
CEX listings
Listings on bigger exchanges (Huobi,
Bittrex, Crypto.com, etc.)
Sponsor various crypto events
Launch of new merch line
Launch Wolverinu Exchange
P2E game partnerships
Release second comic
Weekly announcements and newsletter
Release new and improved website
More influencer collaborations
Twitch and Esports marketing
Daily paid promotional competitions
Airdrop competition
Second and Third Charity Vlog
Play 2 Earn Game Trailer



PHASE 4
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PHASE 5

Rollout of Metabrawl Inuverse
Additional CEX listings
Continued marketing efforts
Further partnerships and
collaborations
Enhancements based on user
feedback
Community engagement initiatives
Updated website and new
Whitepaper
NFT's: Metabrawl character NFTs
are completed and ready to be
released
In-game footage phase 2: Get a
glimpse of the progress made in the
second phase of in-game
development through exclusive
footage
AMA's: Upcoming AMA’s on X and
Telegram
Gaming Partnership: A significant
partnership announcement for
Metabrawl providing us with RWA
technology, in-game skins and
NFT's, and providing exposure to
Metabrawl
Ongoing trailer production:
Gameplay footage ready for release
Marketing: Numerous marketing
efforts to broaden our audience

Expansion of Metabrawl Inuverse
features
Integration with other platforms and
games
Scaling up marketing campaigns
Exploring additional revenue
streams
Continued community growth and
support
Continued updates and
improvements to the website and
whitepaper
Further NFT releases, in game
asset releases and collaborations
Continued promotion of in-game
footage and teasers
AMA's with prominent figures in the
crypto and gaming community
Continued gaming partnerships to
enhance the gaming experience
and broaden exposure
RWA partnership announcement
and integration
Finalization and release of
Metabrawl Inuverse game
Execution of marketing campaigns
with influencers and partnered
tokens to reach a wider audience
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HOW TO BUY 
Please follow our step-by-step instructions below to purchase $WOLVERINU safely:

1. Add the Uniswap tool

2. Create a MetaMask Wallet

3. Fund your Wallet with ETH.  

4. Connect your Wallet to Uniswap.

5. Copy and Paste Wolverinu Contract 

Paste Contract Address: 0xca7b3ba66556c4da2e2a9afef9c64f909a59430a

6. Click Swap for a successful transaction!

Set slippage to 12%
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Telegram: https://t.me/wolverinu

Twitter: https://twitter.com/wolverinu_token

Discord: https://discord.com/invite/vVzqY6zy

STAY CONNECTED 
Here are the links to all of our social platforms:

https://twitter.com/Wolverinutoken
https://discord.com/invite/vVzqY6zy

